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编辑推荐

The second installment in a projected four-volume biography of LBJ that opened with The Path to
Power, Means of Ascent shines a harsh light on the early political years of one of America's most
paradoxical presidents. The man who would later ram civil rights legislation through a reluctant
Congress, and then be brought down by Vietnam, came out of a political swamp--Caro gives a
graphic picture of the Texas democratic political machine at its most corrupt. The climax of the
book is LBJ's election to the Senate in 1948, an election he won by 87 dubious votes out of almost a
million. That vote arguably changed history. This book won the 1990 National Book Critics Circle
Award for Biography.

内容简介

The most important, acclaimed, and galvanizing political biography of our era--which began with
The Path to Power--continues in this national bestseller. In Means of Ascent Lyndon Johnson's
almost mythic personality is seen at its most nakedly ambitious. The culminating drama--the
explosive heart of the book--is Caro's illumination of one of the great political mysteries of the
century, the "87 votes that changed history."

作者简介

For his biographies of Robert Moses and LyndonJohnson, Robert A. Caro has twice won the
Pulitzer Prize forBiography, twice won the National Book Critics Circle Award forBest Nonfiction
Book of the Year, and has also won virtually everyother major literary honor, including the National
Book Award, theGold Medal in Biography from the American Academy of Arts andLetters, and the
Francis Parkman Prize, awarded by the Society ofAmerican Historians to the book that best
"exemplifies the union ofthe historian and the artist."
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媒体评论

Thrilling. Caro burns into the reader's imagination the story ofthe [1948 Senate] election. Never has
it been told so dramatically,with breathtaking detail piled on incredible development . . .InThe Path
to Power, Volume I of his monumental biography,Robert A. Caro ignited a blowtorch whose bright
flame illuminatedJohnson's early career. In Means of Ascent he intensifiesthe flame to a brilliant
blue point. --Christopher Lehmann-Haupt,New York Times

"Brilliant. No brief review does justice to the drama of the storyCaro is telling, which is nothing less
than how present-daypolitics was born." --Henry F. Graff, Professor of History,Columbia
University

"Riveting . . . Explosive . . . Readers are in for a white-knuckle,hair-raising tale that could have
ended in any of a dozen ways,with L.B.J. in the White House the longest shot of all. This isgood
history. Caro's treatment achieves poetic intensity." --PaulGray, Time
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